
Introduction Note

Little Red and the Very Hungry Lion is a playful text that offers children
an alternative to other ‘traditional tales’. This document offers planning
inspiration that teachers can adapt to work for their children in their class.
This planning document, therefore, does not aim to provide an activity for
every area of learning within the Early Years Foundation Stage but instead
aims to support your setting's existing planning. The planning is divided
into adult-led activity ideas and inspiration for child-led provision within
the classroom. 

Adult-Led Learning

These ideas are aimed at either whole class inputs or small group time activities with children.

Area of Learning

Literacy

Maths

Expressive Art
& Design

Learning Activity

After reading the story, show the class how to make a story map.
Children can then use large pieces of paper to create a story map,
either drawing their own characters and writing labels or using
ready-made pictures and printed key words.

Using small world toys and furniture, explore the different positional
pictures and language used in the story, for example ‘under’, ‘over’,
‘in’, ‘behind’. Children can then have a go at positioning toys and
furniture, seeing if their friends can say the correct positional word
or match the created scene with positional language word cards.

Use small world toys or sponge cut outs to create animal footprint
paintings. This can also be a way to reinforce the story sequence as
children can create a human footprint trail, maybe by using their
own painted feet on large paper, for Little Red as she goes past
other animals. You might like to have some non-fiction books
nearby that show the foot and paw prints of different animals.
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Area of Learning

Personal, Social
& Emotional
Development

Physical
Development

Understanding
the world

Learning Activity

Discuss with the children how the lion feels hungry and needs
something to eat. In the book, the lion eats doughnuts. Use real,
pretend or pictured food to create different meal plates for the
lion. In a circle time, after making the plates, talk with the children
about making healthy choices. You can also focus on what is the
same and what is different across the plates.

During a P.E. lesson, children can recall all the different animals in
the book and explore different ways of moving to be like the different
animals. You might like to find music to match the animal movements
to support children’s careful listening to musical features.

Spend some time with the children looking at maps and atlases to
learn more about the location in the book, focusing on the animal
and plant life. You could use Google Earth to ‘fly’ there and to
allow children to see the landscape, comparing it to places they
know. Maps and atlases could then be added to the small world
continuous provision.
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Continuous Provision

These ideas are to support learning about this text through child-led play.

Provision Idea

Create Auntie’s house in the role play area for children to act out the
story, but make sure there are lots of pieces of kitchen equipment
so that children can quickly make some snacks for the hungry lion.

Set up a ‘book making station’ with pictures from the story, mini
books and a word bank. Invite the children to make their own
versions of the story. For younger children you could scribe for them
to capture their ideas.

Create a small world savannah, with appropriate small world animals
and some puppets of the key characters. Children can use the small
world scene to practice telling the story, while also developing
their understanding of varied geographic locations and the animals
found there.

continues over

Classroom Area

Role Play Area

Writing/Mark
Making Area

Small World Area



Classroom Area

Book Corner
Display

Maths Area

Outside Classroom

Provision Idea

Create a display with a range of different fairy tale books including
Little Red and the Very Hungry Lion within the display. Encourage
the children to talk about the similarities and differences between
the various stories.

Explore capacity, either inside or outside, set up a “drinks making
station” to make a refreshing drink for Auntie. Cut up different citrus
fruits and put them in water along with a range of different cups and
containers. Encourage the children to use the language of capacity
when making their ‘drinks’. You could also add ice cubes to the
station to encourage children to talk about different states of water.

Children can use loose parts and construction materials to build
Auntie’s house. They can trace a path around the outside area -
imagining different areas as part of the story, such as the sandpit
for the hippos’ and warthogs’ mud-hole and the water tray as the
crocodiles’ lake - before arriving at Auntie’s house. Is there a very
hungry lion there?
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